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Set in Motion
I. With Every New Day

With every strand of daylight
comes a harder pounding in the head
and a vague sense
of the different avenues
one could take to reach such a morning.
Here the
comes staggering,
finding our eyes
through a crack in the curtains
as we lie on an old mattress.
There are no excuses or reasons,
only the feeling of circular movement.

One afternoon leads
to Fenway,
ten dollar seats on the low levelan obstructed view, but only
of the players, the green grassfor it is summer and girls are tan,
the men covered in hair.
They have stout
from knowing one’s place in history.
We eat
and nap between innings.
But there are those days not meant
for companions,
when the Common
is not only a place to
dialogue and imagery,
but a place to wait for the ghost
of a former self
to sit down next to you
on a park benchto fill your mind with case
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by filling you with a fury
that you thought had died.
But after sitting for hours
with only squirrels and madmen
I realized that my ghost
had either jumped ship to Europe
or had never left me,
me with only a sense of dread,
a faded pair of jeans, bad breath
and the vague sense of yesterday.

II. In the Small Hours

We enter the night by intuition
like blind dogs stumbling along
until they feel themselves at home.
The street lights burn,
we travel in a pack
and because I am the outsider,
the skinny one from the WestI fall to the rear.
Every bar full of faces
recognizes our arrivalthen turns back to their drinks.
And in the back of every dirty bar
is a dirty bathroom
and in every one
we cut lines of cocaine
with the scum on the back of toilets,
mixing the white
with yellow and grey
turning it the color of our faces.
We stand in line
feigning stomach aches and confidence.
And the girls are attracted
to this confidence, but wary
of the unnatural shine of our eyes
that takes in too much of their bodies
and reveals too much of ourselves.

No place can hold interest long enough
and on the sidewalk there’s trouble-
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the front of the line fighting
with limo drivers and dark mena punch, an overturned trash can,
it keeps us warm and ready.

We walk into a loud Chinese bar
slurp strong drinks from soup
and eat meat from sticks.
In the middle of the dance floor
a girl rips off her shirt,
then falls unconscious.
The paramedics come
and one drops to his knees
to breath life into her still
half-naked body.
moans loudly and asks,
Do you have a condom ?
The bar laughs
and she is taken away.

Back outside I find myself
staring between metal gates
into a cemeterythe gravestones crooked and faded,
piled on top of each otherthe grass overgrown and wild,
gently swaying in the summer’s breeze.
By the time I look up
the pack has forgotten me.
Relieved, I hop the gate
and walk gently on the bodies
until I find a place where I can sit
and see the moon from between trees.
I lean back on the gravestone
of a forgotten man,
ready for sleep
and something new.
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